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A b s t r a c t

In SEFOR,Balanced Oscillator Tests will be performed to measure reactivity

coefficients. Two types of Balanced Oscillator Tests are planned for SEFOR.

1st Balanced Oscillator Test (1st B.O.T.) in which, while the coolant

temperature is kept constant, the transfer functions between reactivity

and power and between power and coolant flow are measured.

2nd Balanced Oscillator Test (2nd B.O.T.) in which, while the reactor

power is kept constant, the transfer function between reactivity and

coolant temperature is measured.

Particular effort has been devoted to studying possible ways of obtaining

balancing conditions in the reactor plant. ~vo different types of control

are being considered.

1. Open Loop Control in which predetermined input signals will be given

to the reactor plant in order to hold constant the coolant tempera

ture (for the 1st B.O.T.) and the power (for the 2nd B.O.T.).

2. Closed Loop Control in which the balance condition (constancy of

the coolant temperature for the 1st B.O.T. and power for the 2nd

B.O.T.) is reached with the aid of closed loops control.

Both control methods are described in this paper and their performance

characteristics are also analysed.
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1. INTRODUCttON

In SEFOR (~outhtlest: Expe:Hm~nt:al Fast Oxide Reaetor) "Balaneed Oseillator

Tests" will be perrotmed to ineasure reaetivity eoeffieients and thermal para

meters of fuel ibds. TtlO t'Y'P~s clf "Bal,aneed OSdillator Tests" are planned.

1st Balait:~'~,Öschlat::()t 'I'~$t, tlst aoO.T.) in whieh, uhile the eoolant

tempetature, 0, i8 kept eonstant, the transfer funetions between reae

tivity artcl power and beoveen pmJer;aIld primary eoolant flm-l are measured.

2nq Bal&need Oseillator Test (2nd B.a.T.) in ~vhieh, ~vhi1e the reaetor

power is kept eonstant, the transfer funetion betueen reaetivity and

eoolant temperature is measured.

The deseription of these "Balaneed Oseillator Tests" and the analysis of the

obtainable results have already been the subjeet of previous publieations

(Ref. 1; 2; 3; and 4)and partially of another paper (Re!. 5) already pre

sented to this eonferenee. Here we want to examine these tests from the

point of vie't'7 of the possible 17ays of performing them in SEFOR. Fig. I-I

shows the eooling system of the reactor plant. The heat produced in the eore

is removed by the primary eoolant, Sodium, and is then transferred to the

secondary Sodium eireuit. From here the heat is rejected to the atmosphere

by open cireuit foreed-air eooling. Fig. 1-2 shows a schematic block diagram

of reaetor transfer funetionso

Tvl0 different types of balaneing may be eonsidered (fig. 1-2).

1. To choose the input oseillating signals of reaetivity "6k", primary

eoolant flow "6w " and secondary eoolant flm-7 "tM" in sueh a way
p s

that inlet and outlet coolant reactor temperatures remain constant

(60. = 60 t = 0). This test is ealled 1st B.O.T. and the eondition
1 ou

60. = /),0 = 0 is called "balance condition for the Ist BoO.T."
1 out

2. To choose the input osci1lating signal 6k, /),W and /),U in such a
p s

way that 6P=O or at least that P(t) does not contain oseillations

at the fundamental frequency. This test is ealled 2nd B.O.T. and

the eondition p=o L~r P(t) not eontaining the fundamental harmoni~7

is ealled "balance eondition for the B.O.T."
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2. ~1ETHODS OF PERFORMING tHE B~\LANCED OSCILL~TOR TESTS

Tw·o different mct":wds have beel1 thought to ba used to perförm Balatlced Oscil

lator Tests in SEFOR: They are

1. Open Löop Control System

2. Closed LoopControl System

Witl1 the "Open Loop Control System" (fig. 1.2) the operator sets predetermined

in1!lUt con.trol values which produc:e palancedconditions in the plant. These re

quired input signals are founa by a~ analytical procedure carried out before

the test is perfo~:med. This analytical procedure 1s described in paragraph 2.1.
". ,')

In the "Closed Loop System", inst~~~L the balanced condition 1s reached '-lith

thc aid of controllers and feedbac~ loops.

At the present time it is intended~.~o provide SEFOR at least with the open

lcopCbntrol system. Tbc "Closed L~)(;)p Control· System" 15 being studied at

Karlsruheo The type of "Closed LooE"Control System" shm~n in this paper can

be basically applied to any reactör; but the numerical evaluations refer to

SEFOR~ Open aud Closed Loop Control Systems are described respectively in

sGctions 2.1 aud 2.2.

2.1 Open LoopControl System

2 •.1.1 Test Variables

In the Balanced Oscillator Tests (B.O.T.), there are three dependent variables

~n~ich must be either oscillated or held constant, depending on the desired

results. These variables are:

I. Reactor Pmler, P

2. Reactor Coolant temperature rise, 0 t - 0.ou ~

3. Reactor coolant tnlet tempcraturc, 0
i

Control of these variables 1s accomplished by oscillation of three independent

variables:

1. Reactivity, 6k

2. Primary coolant flow, ~w
p

3. Secondary coolant flow, ~ws



2.1.2 Effects of Oscillation

The ability to hold one or tyl0 "är:La~les cohstant ''1i\he thdbfihl;\ts äre oscil

lated i5 subject ~ö the affect~ bf ci~ciliat!oh dn th~ depändhrtt ~artäbles.
Stijdi~S bf these ~ftect$ häve beeh fu~de on the Analog Mod~l öf the SEFOR
reactor und show rihe fol1owing r~sults:

1. tJhen an independent variable 1s oscilläled si.rttis()tdclllYäbout1t~

average value, the resulting oscillatiofis bf the de~en~Qht vätiabie~

are also sinusoidal at the fundamental frequency, but with dilfetent

phase aud amplitude for each variable.

2. Oscillations at harmonie frequencies mayaiso be present, but their

amplitudes are small enöügh to be disregarded.

The one exception to this is the coolant temperature rise oscillation

caused by primary coolant flow' oscillation. This causes a problem in

the second B.O.T.,which will be discussed later.

3. The amplitude of oscillation for adependent variable is proportional

to the amplitude of oscillation for the independent variable for the

amplitudes of interest in the B.O.T.

4. The phase relationship between the two variables does not change with

amplitude for a given set of test conditions.

5. The effects of oscillating more than one independent variable can be

found by vector addition of the individual effects on a given depen

dent variable, using vector magnitude to represent amplitude and vector

direction to represent phase angle.

These results then lead to the conclusion that a balanced oscillator test

can be set up for the SEFOR reactor using an open loop control system, and

this was verified on the analog model.

2.1.3 Method of Control

In the open loop control system for the SEFOR plant, each of the three inde

pendent variables is controlled from the rod oscillator device, thus main

taining identical frequencies for each variable. This device converts the

rotating motion of a constant speed drive to vertical reciprocating motion

through a Scotch-yoke mechanism. The speed and amplitude of this device are
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adjustable over a wide ranges but will remain fixed during a test. The reci~

procating motion is applied directly to a poiscn rod in the center of the

core, thus achieving the desired sinusoidal oscillation of reactivity.

The motion of the rod oscillator is also used to generate control signals

for the primary and secondary coolant pumps. The phase and amplitude cf these

signals can be independently adjusted so as to achieve the desired balanced

conditions. Thus s all three independent variables will ba bscillated at

identicalf~equel.ttrestiith independently adjustable phase and amplitude.

2.1.4 First Bälallced Oscillator Test

Simulated tests of the open 1001' system on an analog computer have shown that,

for the firstbalanced oscillator tests coolant temperatures can be balanced

with an accuracy of ± 1 I/2°F at 20 ~Uv when the proper phase and amplitude

are set for each independent variable~ The method used to determine these

phase and amplitude values is to first measure the effects of oscillating

arie independent variable at a time. Typical values for these effects are

sho~m by the curves in Appendix I. De~e~cnination ~f these effects can be

clone experimentally in a minimum amoun,t of time, since analog results have

shovm that less than 3 cycles are required to achieve stable conditions after

starting or changing an oscillationo Once the individual effects are kno~m,

vector diagrams can be drmvn as sbo\vu in Figures 2.1-1; 2.1-2 and 2.1-3.

In Figure 2.}-} the vector sums for inlet temperature and temperature rise

have been set to zerQ by varying the primary and secondary coolant flow vec

tors. This can be done quite easily by using primary coolant flow to balance

temperature rise and secondary coolant flovl to balance inlet temperature o A

computer code has been written to solve the required vector equations. A

similar procedure could be used experimentally. However s the analytical proce

dure is obviously less costlys and analog results have indicated that analysis

will yield balanced conditions.

201.5 Second Balanced Oscillator Test

The independent vectors for the second B.O.T •• in which power 15 held constant

while reactivity is oscillated. can be found by an analytical procedure simi

lar to that used in the first B.O.T., using the same data for effects cf

individual oscillatorso Since cnly one parameter. reactor power. is required
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to be balanced, it 15 ö1ily necessary tp oscillate one additional parameter,

primary coolant flow. Höweveri oscillaticn of the secondary coolant flow may

also be used tö reduce the contro1 sensitivity required or to reduce the f10w

amplitude required för a given reactivity amplitude.

Figure 2.1-2 shows a typical vector diagram for the second B.O.T. in which

the secondary coolant flow is oscillated so as to hold the reactor inlet

temperature constant. However, this requires a rather large amplitude for the

secondary flow oscillation which is undesirable. Figure 2.1-3 shows the vec

tor diagram for the same experiment, but with the inlet temperature osci1la

ting. In this case the secondary coolant flow vector was arbitrarily chosen

tb illustrate one of the many possible choices. The final choice for this

vector will be based primarily on the ease of reaching a balanced condition

if the initial vector choice is slightly in error.

2.].6 Control Sensitivity Requirements

In order to reduce the reactivity effect due to the reactor power within the

limits of ± 0,15 % it is necessary to balance the reactor pm-,er tvithin ± 0,02 HteJ

in the second B.O.T•• Comparison of this requirement to the requirement of

balancing temperatures to approximately ] % of the temperature rise (1 1/2 °F)

in the first B.O.T. indicates that the second B.O.T. will be more difficult

to balance than the first. An estimate of the control sensitivity required

to balance a parameter can be obtained by calculating the effect of small

changes in the phase or amplitude of an independent variable. As shown by the

vector diagramsin Figure 2.1-4a and 2.1-4b, these effects can be calculated

for a balanced variable from the equations:

ßE = Ao 'C'(ßA/AJ for amplitude changes, and

ßE =A 'C' sin ß0 for phase angle changes less than ]0 degreeso

where:

ßE = change in amplitude of balanced variable.

ßA = change in amplitude of independent variable.

A = initial amplitude of independent variable.o
C = ratio of dependent variable amplitude to independent

variable amplitude

ß0 = change in phase angle of the independent variable.
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Comparison of these effects to thc allqwable limits of unbalance will then

give an indication of the control sensitivity required to obtain a balanced

condition. Table 1 shows these values for the vector diagrams sho.vu in

Figures 2.1-1; 2.1-2 and 2.1-3. Changes of 10 % in amplitude or 5.7 degrees

in phase angle, were chosen for the table values because the resulting changes

in amplitude of the dependent variables are equal.

2.1.7 Harmonics in the Second B.O.T.

It has been observed that in the second B.O.T., sinusoidal oscillation of

the primary coolant flow introduces a harmonie of significant amplitude into

the reactivity feedback. Since the reactivity feedback is balanced against

the fundamental sine wave of the reactivity input, this results in apower

oscillation at twiee the funda~ental frequency with an amplitude approxi

mately equal to or slightly greater than the allowable limits for amplitude

of the fundamental. (Ref. 2).

The source of the harmonie can be found in the equation relating coolant

flow and temperature rise at constant power~

G -G. = P lvIout]. 0 p

For sinusoidal flow oscillations,

w = w + A sin w~p po

Gout-Gi = (Gout-Gi)o+f(t);

Po = w'o • (Gout-Gi) 0 ;

Solving these equations for the temperature oscillation, f(t), yields

(I)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

This function contains many harmonics of generally sma1l amplitudes, but the

first harmonie (cos 2 wt) has a significant amplitude. Mathematically, this

problem can be eliminated by using a function generator to correct the coo

lant flow oscillation so that it i8

. B sin wt
vl=T:] + . vI

o }-B S1n wt 0

This function was found by arbitrarily choosing a temperature rise function
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of

(t> -8) = (0 -'0.) ,(1-B ein wt)out i out 1. 0 ,

Tests on the analbg moJei have indicatea that cörreetion of the primary flow

oseillation tn the abbve mannet aoes reduee the amplitude of the first har

monie. However, an indraa~~ in the amplitude of the seeond harmonie was also

noted, whieh may be due tö transient effeets in the IHX (Ref.2). Thus it

appears that final elimination of the harmonies in the power oseillation will

have to be done by analytieal methods in the data-reduction process.

2.1.8 Time Required to Achieve a Balanced Condition

The time tequired to obtain a ba1anced condition in either B.O.T. will depend

on the oscil1ator frequency, since two to three cyeles are required to achieve

stable eonclitions after the oseillator is started or a change is made. Set

ting of the desired phase and amplitud~ should be aceomplished in a minimum

amount of time through proper ealibration and test proeedures. The oscillator

settings determined by veetor diagrams for the first B.O.!. should produee

the required balaneed conditions with no further adjustments required. How

ever, the seeond B.O.T. requires more accurate eontroI settings, and is ex

pected to require an average of 10 eyeles per test to obtain the final balanced

eondition.

2.1.9 Conclusions for the open loop eontrol system

1. Analog studies indieate that it will be possible to perform balaneed

oscillator tests on SEFOR through eontrol1ed osei11ations of reactivity,

primary eoolant f1ow, and seeondary eoolant flow.

2. An open loop eontrol system in whieh the phase and amplitude of the inde

pendent variable oseil1ations are manually adjusted will provide adequate

control to obtain ba1anced eonditions within reasonable limits.

a) Balaneed parameter limits of ± 1 1/2 °F in the first B.O.T. appear to

be reasonab1e.

b) The ba1aneed parameter limit of ± 0,1 %of reaetor power in the seeond

B.O.T. are more difficult to aehieve, but there is a hope of approaehing

this limit because the assumed error for phase and amplitude in table 1

are pessimistie.
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3. A vector analysis method of combining the effects of os~illating eacn
.~

independeht variable can be used to determihe the o~cillator phase and

amplitude requirement~ för each balanced oscillator test.
:: ..

4. lt is expected tnat 10 cycles or l~ss will be required to achieve balanced
. - ,

cohditions äfter the pre-calculatedcamplitudes and phase angles are set.

5. The open loop control system provi~~s a simple and effective mean of

running a balanced oscillator test ~and eliminates control problems nor

mally associated with large phase11gs and parameter inter-actions.
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Tablet

OSCILLATION AHPLITUDE OF A BALANCED VARIABLE

CAUSED BY CHANGING AN INDEPENDENT VARIABLE

BY 10 % OF ITS AHPLITUDE OR

BY 5.7 DEGREES IN PHASE ANGLE

. , BALANCED VARIABLE
\ Independent Initial

B.O~T. Temperature InietVariable Amplitude Rise Temperature Power

Hp 5.8 % 0.9 °F O.5OP --
I t1

S 9.5 % 0.1 °F 0.4°P --

b.K/K tot/. ° 0.2oP0.9 F --

Wp 8.5 % 0 .22 HH-- 0.7 F

II vJ *19.1 % -- 0.7oF .11 l~l
S

b.K/K 3 t/. -- O.l oP .14UVJ

t1Tp 4.1 % -- (Oscillating .10 H(rJ

II Ws 6.0 % -- inlet .03 HW

b.K/K 3 t/. -- Temperature) .13 HW

Notes: (I) Average Reactor Power = 20 MI~

(2) Average Coolant Flow Rate = 80 %of Design Value
(4310 GPl1)

(3) Maximum AllowableAmplitude of:

°Balanced Temperature = 1 1/2 F;

Balanced Power = 0.02 11W.

* Maximum Allowable Flmv Amplitude 18 20 %.
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2.2 CioseG Loop Contral System

2.2.1 Generals

Fig. 2.2-1 shows a schematic block diagram of the connections of the Closed Loop

Control System to the plant in the case of the 1st B.O.T.

The reactor is fed ~~ith a sinusoidal reactivity signal at frequency "f lt
o

6K = 6K s in 2 7ff tm 0
(1)

which is produced by the "Frequency and Sinus Function Generator". The input

signal to the "Controller Nr. I" is the difference between the signal of out

let and inlet reactor coolant temperatures, (0 t-0.). The output signal actsou l-

on the f1Primary Pump", which "1i11 tend to change the primary Sodium flOt~ in

such a way that

o -0. = const.out 1.
(2)

The input signal to the "Controller No. 2n is the outlet primary heat exchanger

Sodium temperature, T t. rts output signal acts on the "Se.condary Pump" ~yhichou
will tend to change the secondary coolant flow in such a way that

T t = const.ou (3)

The'Transfer Function Analyset'(T.F.A.} measures the transfer functions respec

tively between power (P) and reactivity (6K) and between primary coolant flow

(w ) and power (p).
p

Fig. 2.2-2A shows a schematic block diagram of the connections of the Closed

Loop Control System to the plant in the case of the 2nd B.O.T.

The plant is fed with a sinusoidal signal at frequency

6w = 6w sin (27f f t)P pm 0

f o
on the primary pump

(4)

The secondary pump can either be controlled to keep "T It constant (as in theout
1st B.O.T.) or be fed with a sinusoidal signal:

6r.v = I1w sin (2 7f f t + a )
S sm 0

(5)

with 6w and a chosen in such a way they produce the maximum possible changepm
of the reactor average coolant temperature, 60, compatible with the safety and

the limitations of the plant. Eoth possible control schemes of the secondary
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been shmVll in Fig. 2.2~4A. The input signal to the "Controller"

P~ which is measured by ~ flux detector. Its output signal acts

rod to produce a change o~reactivity, 6k, which will tend to

keep the power constantg

P = const. (6)

Tne T.F.A. measures the transfer function between the reactivity (6k) and the

average coolant temperature (0) so defined:

o =
0. + 0

1. out

2
(7)

An alternative to the scheme of Fig. 2.2-4A is that of Fig. 2.2-2B in which the

pO'tver P 1s kept constant by acting on t~e primary coolant flovl.

The twocontrol loops of fig. 2.2-1 andethose of Hg. 2.2-2A and 2.2-2B can be

schematlcally described by the diagram shown in fig. 2.2-3. In fig. 2.2-3,"U"

is the controlled variable which is int~nded to be kept constant. lVhen an input

signal "111 is introduced in the plant, this tvill produce a change "U t " of U

through the transfer function Pt(s). The'controlled variable "u" is measured by

the Feedback circuit tlhich has the transfer function "H(s)u. The output signal

"y" from this circuit is compared to thereference "R" and the difference neu

feeds the "Controller". The output signal !ly" from the Controller acts on the

plant and produces a change "U2" of "u" which tends to compensate for the pre

vious change nU1" due to the input signal 111". The plant transfer function bet

t'l1een U2 and y is indicated by P2(s).

The Controller consists of ttvO parts which we call "Regulator" and High Gain

Uuit (H.G.U.1 having,respectively, transfer functions G(s) and M(s).

The function of the "Regulator" is to amplify the input signal "e" and to correct

it (by-means of a corrective network) to get phase advance of "e" and stability.

The function of the "High Gain Unit" is to suppress the oscillations of the

controlled variable "u" at the frequency uf n at tvhich the B.O.T. is performed.o
This means that any disturbance "Ut" of U at the frequency "fo" is compensated

by an oscillation "U2" having the same amplitude as U1• The way in which the

H.G.U. operates will be described in the following paragraph.

The li.G.U. can be connected or disconnected from the loop operating the switch

"8 11 (fig. 2.2-3) t-lithout affecting the stability of the system.
T;1
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2.2.2 Basic analytical considerations

Looking at fig. 2.2.~ we can write the following equations in the Laplace domain:

u = u1+uZ

U2
:: y P2(s)

y = Tl +1..

11. = y H(s)

Tl = e: G(s)

e: = R-Y

y :: U H(s)

From eqs. 2 to 7 we get (for R n const):

U2U = - K(s)

'tvhere

i
K(s) = wes) I-M(s)

and

wes) = Pz(s) • R(s) • G{s)

From eqs~ 1 and 8, we get

1= -1+....;K;..,(~s."..)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(~.)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

The transfer function of eq. 11 is called "closed loop transfer function li
, while

that of eq. 8 is called "open loop transfer function iJ
• The reason of the second

denomination is due to the fact that eq. 8 would represent the transfer function

of the loop supposed to be ideal1y cut at the point where U1 2nd Uz are added.

From eqs. 8 and 11 it is clear that the properties of the "closed loop trans

fer function uU can be derived by analysing the open loop transfer function

"K(s)". The se!ond control loop of the 1st B.O.T. is the w-orst fram the point

öf view of stability because of the time constants involved. Ne shall the~efore

discuss this loop here.

In this case in fig. 2.2-3, "U:! would represent the primary heat exchanger

cutlet coolant temperature "Tout" and "y" the signal to the secondary pump.
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, . . .. . '. .'.' ·1
"P2(S)" irtcludes. the transfer function of the secondary pump (1+2s)' that bet-

ween primary heat e&changer oiitlet~oolant temperature and secondary coolant

flow änd the 1.5 sec. time Cbnstant of the 10wer mixing of the heat exchanger.

The ikedback transfer ftihction H(s) ;lncludes the time constant of the thermo

couple (suppbsed to ~e 1 sec) and the 1 sec Ume lag betl'l7een the place at

which the theffudcouple is mounted and the outlet of the primary heat exchanger.

This situation would correspond to a coolant flow equäl to 80 %of its rated

value.

furve No. I of Fig. 2.2-4 shows the polar diagram of the frequency response of

the func tion

(12)

G(s) (1+4s)
= Go (I +0.2s) (13)

~ith G chosen in such a way thato
W(o) = 1 (14)

Let us suppose for the moment that the H.G.U. i5 a "Low Pass Filter" (L.P.F.).

If the input signal "y" 1s at low frequency, it will pass through the filter

and the output "A" will be added to the signal "n" from the "Regulatoril
• If

instead "y" is at higher frequency, it will be attenuated and shifted by the

filter and therefore the output signal "Än
~1ill not have practically any regu

lating action.

This means that the controller would be able to give a precise control at low

frequencies, while at higher frequencies instead would become less accurate.

This 10ss of accuracy is due to two causes ~

a) the higher the frequency, the more delayed in phase is the

signal "Ä" in respect to "n"

b) the higher

"Ä" and "y".
the frequency, the bigger is the attenuation between

The first cause can be eliminated by making a phase correction with a device

which changes the phase without changing the amplitude, for example a pure

time de1ay.
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If "e ineorporate in our H.G.tJ. a memory :tri c:ascade to the "LO'tv Pass Filter",

the frequeney response of the transfer furiction M(s) would be of the type

HO 271 f)
exp(-j Wflf )

= A . 0

(I+j f/f )n
m

(15)

where Hf tI is the cut-off frequeney of the filter.
m

The angle "'P" must be chosen in such a Ti!ay that, at the frequeney "f 11 of theo
experiment, the sum of "W" and of the phase shift n.q, n of the fit ter gives 2n,o
that i5

W+ iP = 2no
(16)

The eurve of Fig. 2.2-5 shm-ls the polar diagram of the frequeney response of

I-H(j f/f )
e

fas funetion of T where H(s) is given by eq. 15 tlith
o

(I7)

n=4 ,
f o
- = 0.2
f
m

and A=I' (18)

This eurve shows a high gain at the frequeney "folI. At the higher hannonies

2f , 3f ete.~the gain presents also a maximum value whieh i8 becoming s1Il.allero 0

as the order of the harmonie inereases.

If we now introduee this modified li.G.U. in our eontrol loop, the frequeney

response of the open loep transfer funetion K(j 2n f) beeomes the eurve No. 2

of fig. 2.2-4 if the system is set at the frequeney

f = 0.02 eps. (9)
0

The gain at frequeney "iP " is about 12.5 "hieh means that the amplitude of theo
oseillations of the eontrolled variable IlU" at this frequeney is redueed to

121.5 = 8 % of that of the disturbanee nUllI. The eurve No. 2 of Hg. 2.2-/+ shows

(aeeording to the Nyquist eriterion) that the closed loop will be stable be

eause the open loop transfer funetion does not eneirele the point ii_l li
• This

eonelusion ean be easily drawn if ene thinks that stability means that the

characteristie transcendental equation of the elosed loop

1
Wes) I-H(s) + I = 0 (20)
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must not have any root with real part positive. If one puts in eq. 20

S = a + j 2'lT f (21)

for a > cl one realizes that for the same value of uf" the function H(s} becomes

smaller in modulus and phase shirt. This means that feh- a given frequency the

corresponding point on the curve (curve No. 1 of fig. 2.2~4) tends tQ move fto~

the left to the right (as indicated by th~ small arrow), whil~the curve tend

to squeeze itself towarcls the origin. At the safue, t1tne the functiort 1Ili-H(s)i. ,'- - --
of fig. 2.2-5 tends for a > 0 fo squeeze itself tow~~ds tlie point I ~ n~~ause

bf all these effects, the envelope OI the lobes öf curve No. 2 in fig. 2.2-4

for a > 0 tertds tö squeeze itself towards the origin. This behaviour of the

fUncti6n W(s}/LI-M(sll seen on the Nyquist diagram (curve No. 2 of fig. 2.2-4)

ensures us that the characteristic equation 20 is always for a > 0 different

from -1
1

vJ(s) I-H(s) {; -1 (22)

which means that the system is stable. In order to improve the accuracy of the

system, one can use a L.P.F. with a damping factor ~ different from I. The

ftequency response of the transfer function "l1(s}" of the H.G.U. "Jould be of the

type
exp(-j 1JJ f/f }

M(j 2'lT f) = A o___=___=__

[I+2j r; f/f
m
-(f/fm)2] n

(23)

The damping faktor ,

has its maximum value

must be chosen in such a way that the modulus of M(j 2'lT f}

at f = f • Then "A" i5 chosen so that the modulus "CU ofo
M(j 2 'lTf} at f=f is as close as possible to 1.o

The curve of fig. 2.2-6 shows the polar diagram of the equation 23 as function

of f/f witho

(24)C = 0.98.~ = 0.6 ;n=1 ;
f
~ = 0.5
f
m

The gain "All of H.G.U. at frequency "f 11 would be
o

f)2 i' 14 I- 2 0 -0 _n 2
A = CLl-2(t-2 r;} (r + Cf '/

m m
= 0.94 (25)

Curve No. 2 of fig. 2.2-7 is the polar diagram of the open loop frequency response

K(j 2'lT f) at f = 0.02 cps. in the case in which M(j 2'lT f) is defined by eqs. 23o
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and 24. The system also in this case 1s stable and the gain at f=fo has become

about SOtwhich ilieans apreclsion of aböut 2 %.

Prelim1naty work has been carried out on the analog computer just to see if this

type of control system woüld have major träuBles ör not. The model used was an

öld model öf the SEFOR plant and the cöntrol system was not öptimlzed.

The 1st B.O.T. was carried out at a ftequen~y of O~6Ö25 C4p~S. (fig. 2.2~S). The

amplitUde öf the input reactivity signal was 10 rf.. the tratte of thil a:l1eräge

coolant temperature 0 is shown: its behaviou'r 18 in ~greQt11ent tHt'h the results

of the slmplified analysi~ develöped in App~ndix 2. ~he control scheme adopted

in fig. 2.2·8 is s1ightly different from the control scheme of fig. 2.2-1. In

fig. 2.2-8 the input signal to the first controller is the reactor outlet coolant

temperature and not the difference between reactor outlet and inlet coolant

temperature.

The 2nd B.O.T. was also carried out on the analog computer at a. frequency of

0.0025 c.p.s. (fig. 2.2-9). Primary (w ) and secondary (w ) coolant flows were
p s

oscillated in phase and with an amplitude equal to 10 % of their rated values.

Pig. 2.2-10 ShovlS the trace of the power "pli: its behaviour also in this case

is in agreement with the resu1ts of the simp1ified analysis deve10ped in

Appendix 2. In both the e and P traces of figs. 2.2-8 one can observe a change

of the average value at the time at which the s't·litches "B n or "c" are operated.

This change of the average values were due to the fact that the control loops

and the memories were not exactly set at the same d.c.level as that of the

circuit simulating the plant.

2.2.3 Final Comments on the C10sed Loop Contro1 System

The type of C10sed Leop Contro1 System which has been described in the preceeding

paragraphs has the fol10wing characteristics.

1. It allO\oTs to reach a very high precision at the frequency "fo
u of the

experi~ent. This is obtained by setting the gain of the H.G.U. at fo
as near as possible to 1 and the phase delay "1f;H of the memory in such

a way that:

ljJ + 4J = 271'o
(I)

where <Po is the phase shift of the L.P.F. at the frequency "fo
u • The preci

sion is 1imited by the practical 1imitations of carrying out these two set

tings. "Cil can be set ilJithin ± 1 %. Ii we choose for "c" the value 0,98,
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the open 100p gain ti11l be 50ahd th~reföre the error "E" is 2 %~ i.eo~ th~
. .,-.. .-. . ,

osttli.llatlon of the controlled variable at frequäncy "foll will be reduced 1:0

2 %> of the disturbance. this isvUi~if the phase in süpposedto be set pet-

fecdy. Fig. 2.2-10 shows the ert't)r HEil as fUhct:1on of the difterence "OlP"

bet~een the set välue of ~ ahd its ~6rrected value (see Appendix 3). It

appears thät IlEh is sensitive to this phase setting error, ö~o The memory

will have a paper tape which moves under the writing and the teading heads.

thc tape lvill have Cl lilie öf höle!; and the distattce betwetm hole and hole

'wiii ~orresponG1 fö ät1 arlg1e of tdägree. In tb:l.$ bay 3600 ~1ill be g1,ven by

360 holes. The value of * is set by chöos1ng ehe fight length df the tape beJ

tween the two heads,that is,by counting the right number öf holes. The system

is by ltself capable to have a sensitivity of ± 0.5 degree. The precision in

setting "~" vIill therefore depend upon the \Vay in which the calibration of

memory plus filter is carried out. The reproducibility of the setting of ~

is perfect.

2. The open loop gain drops as the frequency moves a little from the selected

frequency "f ". Synchronization between the tape speed and the frequencyo
"f " is therefore required. The movement of the tape must be derived by theo
"Frequency and Sine Function Generator" shotm in the schemes of figs. 2.2-1;

1

2.2-2A and 2.2-2B.

3. The system is capable to provide a high open loop gain at very low frequenCies

(figs. 2.2-4 and 2.2-6) which means that it can cope with the drift of the

plant.

The time needed by the system to reach the balance condition,that is,to compen

sate for the disturbances U1 (202-3)~can be evaluated as follows. We can say

that an any new cycle the output U will be reduced approximately by a factor

(Appendix 2)

11 + lJ(j 271" f ) Io

In the case of the 2nd loop of the 1st B.O.T.~ we have (fig. 2.2-6)

11 + W(j 2n 0.02)1 = 1.85

(2)

(3)

which means that the amplitude of the temperature oscillation will be reduced

in 6 cycles to about 2~5 % of its initial value.
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Looking at fig. 2.2-6,we see that the modu1us of the functibhs K(j 2n f)

and W(j 2n f) can be ihcreased by a factor of ~.5 without having prdb1ems

of stability. If this is dorle,the reduction factor become~ 2.4 iftstead of
. '.

1.5 (as given by eq. 3) and the same reductiört of amplitude to 2,5 %will be

reached in only 4 cycles.

4. It is very inter~stifig to notic~ that, after few cycles, the memory has a1

ready in~t:ored the tight: correc~ive signal so that the contro1 loop can even

be open while the tape continues to feed the plant with the right corrective

signal. In this däse it is more convenient to have a second reading head

(at 3600 from the writing head) which gives the signal to the writing head

in such a way that the signal remains in the tape altvays unchanged. The first

reading head will continue to feed the plant. This feature seems va1uab1e if

ane plans to repeat a B.O.T. In this case the right corrective signal already

exists instored in the tape which can feed the plant direct1y. An additional

control loop ab1e only to cope with the drift of the plant could be added to

the system. For a better precision it would be convenient to have this second

loop working in parallel to the tape,even when the tape is recording the cor

rective signaL

5. For safety purposes the contro1 system must have the fol1owing two features:

a) The controller must be designed in such a way that the output signal

cannot in any case exceed some extreme values fixed by Safety Considerations.

b) A device must be incorporated which switches the controlling variable (coo

1ant f10w or reactivity) to a fixed constant va1ue before the signal

reaches one of the above mentioned extreme va1ues. This device also gives

an alarm signal.

6. Other types of elosed loop control systems are under investigation at Kar1sruhe.

We mention here particu1ar1y systems having a Band Pass Filter either directly

on the main control 1ine or as a positive feedback on it.

7. Tbe c10sed loop control system has the fol1owing properties.

a) It allows to obtain the balance condition with a very good precision.

b) The c10sed 100p control system releases the operator of the tediousness

of carrying out the experiments and of making all the analysis which

precedes them as sho~vn in para 2.1. Reactor operating time will be re-
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duced in the second B.O.T. where the balanced power requires greater pre

cision. The balance condition is obtained in a lower number of cycles than

that of the open loop. The time saved is not only thatneeded to reach

the balance condition t but also thatneeded to evaluate the individual

transfer function whose knowledge is necessary to carry out the vector

analysis shot~ in section 2010
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Appen.dix I

OSCILLATOR EFFECTS

The curves in this appendix show the effect on each of three deperident variables

produced by individual oscillation of each of three independent v~riables. These

data are used to construct vector diagrams and thus determine control settings

required for balanced conditions.

It should be noted that phase angle is defined as the lag angle (time) between

maximum values of the dependent and independent variables. This definition of

phase angle was chosen to avoid confusion in the use of the data for vector

diagrams.

The primary cold leg temperature refers to the temperature at the IHX outlet as

measured ~lith a thermocouple having a 5-sec time constant. Tbe core tempera

ture rise refers to the actual value of core outlet temperature minus core tnlet

temperature. Reactor power refers to neutron flux.
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Appendix II

EVALUATION OF TRE BEHAVIOUR OF TEE CONTROLLED VARIABLE IN TRE TIME DOHAIN

Let us consider the closed loop control system of fig. 2.2-3. He vrrite eq. 11

of sect. 2.2.2

vlhere

and

U 1u;- = 1+K(s)

1
K(s) = '(Hs) 1-11(5)

W(s) = P2(S) H(s) G(s)

(1)

(2)

(3)

We suppose that U
1
(t) is a sinusoidal function in the time domain. He have

(4)

In the Laplace domain vve have

Eq. 1 becomes

(5)

I
1+vJ(s) I-H(s)

(6)

From eq. 6 in the time domain we get

_-:--t
1+VJ(s) 1 J.

I-M(s)

(7)

where the symbol L- 1 indicates antitransformation.

We shall solve eq. 7 in the case

H(s) = AF(s) exp.(-ljJs/2Tr f )o
(8)

where F(s) is the transfer function of the L.P.F.
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Taking into account eq. 8, eq. 6 becomes

1 l-AF(s)exp(-1lJ s/2rr fo)

I+H(s) 1-LÄF(s)exp(-1lJ 6/2rr foll/(l+VJ(s»
(9)

Eq. 9 can be written as follows

2rr f n=cx> ·t - -n-l f ]}U = U
o

2 0 2 li-AF(s)exp(-1lJs/2rr foll L .. (_l)n I'::!(s)/_n exp (n-I)~ ... (10)
s +(2rr f ) n=1 11 +W(s) I 2rr f .

o - - 0

u=Uo [exp[-(n-l) 1lJs ]-AF(S)eXp(-n ~)].}.••
~f . ~f . ."o 0

(1 I)

We shall antitransform eq. 11 in the particular case

A.F(s) =

= U = const.
o

= Zn

(12)

(13)

(14)

Taking into account eqs. 12; 13 and 14, eq. 11 becomes

U = U 2n f o n~CX>{(_nn-l 1 [exp/:(n-n ~ 7-exp(-n ..2..)~} (15)
o 5 2+(2rr f )2 n=1 (1+VJ )n - f o- - f o .

o 0

The antitransform of eq. 15 i:~cx> { }

1 - n-l n· .
U(t) = Uo sin(2n fot) L . . n LI (t- -f- )-1 (t- r )}

n=1 (l+tl) 0 0
o

(16)

1st oscillation:

where

n = "nth" oscillation

and

l(t) indicates step function.

Eq. 16 is sho~m in fig. 2.2-11. The controlled variable U(t) oscillates with an

CL'!lplitude which is decreasing ·tvith the time and taking the follot-ling values:

U
o

I+W
o



2nd oscillation~

... 25 -

uo

uo"n"th osci1lation~

(l +vJ )n
o

At any cycle, therefore, the oscillation decreases by a factor (J+W ).o

In the real case this factor will be approximately

if the phase shift of W(j 2~ f ) i5 not too large.
o
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Appendix 3

DEPENDENCE OF THE PRECISION UPON TRE ERROR "Ö!JJ1l IN SETTING Th"'E PHASE

The error "E" of the controlled variable "U" is given by eq. 11 of sect..

2.2.-2

U 1 1 1 . Ö!JJ
E - I I - I I ~ I I - I f ) I'II-c eJ I (1)
J'- U. -. 1+K(j 21T f) - K(j 211" f) - W(j 21T

J 000

where C is defined by eq. 25 of para. 2.2.-2.

Eq. can be ~Jritten as follows :

- " .f. __ ?'..'_,"X',-.. '.

E:: 'HO ;1Tf )Ioll-ccos ö!JJ+j C sind 1511>1= IHO ~1T f )Ilfl-c coso1l»2+(CsintS!JJ)2 (2)
o 0

Since

cos 0 !JJ ~

end

sin 0 1./J ~ 0 !JJ

eq. 2 becorn.es

1 - C
E ~ -.-;....----

Iw (j 21T f ) Io

(3)

(4)

(5)

Fig. 2.2.-10 shows the ratio

'E'.. E IW(j 2n f o} I ! .. C •. 2
E = 1 - C = l+(l-C 01/1)

id

as function of "ot/J" for different values of "C" 0

(6)
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Appendix 1 - Fig.1

OSCILLATOR EFFECTS ON NEUTRON FLUX
AT 80% AVG. COOLANT FLOW
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Appendix 1- Fig. 3 OSCILLATOR EFFECTS ON PRIMARY COLD LEG TEMPERATURE

AT 80 % AVG. COOLANT FLOW

FOR ± 10 4: AND ± 10 % OSCILLATOR AMP.
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Appendix 1- Fig.4 OSCILLATOR EFFECTS ON PRIMARY COLD LEG TEMPERATURE
AT 80 % AVG. COOLANT FLOW
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OSCILLATOR EFFECTS ON CORE COOLANT ~T

AT 80% AVG. COOLANT FLOW

FOR '!: 10 ~ AND ! 10 % OSCILLATOR AMP

Appendix 1 - Fig. 5
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Appendix 1- Fig. 6 OSCILLATOR EFFECTS ON CORE COOLANT ~T
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